
Beginner Sewing Skills

These are the skills involved in making simple garments.
You don’t need to be able to do all this before you can make anything at all !
Build up these skills gradually with small projects.

Start with simple styles with few pattern pieces.

Basics : whatever garment you start with, it’s as well to know how to :

take body measurements
choose size of pattern
identify fabric and notions requirements
identify fabric fibre content/ weight/ weave
prepare fabric
understand pattern symbols
lay out and cut pattern
thread sewing machine
choose and insert sewing machine needle
sew straight lines
sew seams
finish seams 
press seams

For an elastic waist skirt,  the easiest possible garment sewing skills needed can include :

press to shape casings and hems
pin/ tape/ baste seams, casing and hems to hold in place while sewing
sew casing (cut-on/ fold down casing is easiest, then a separate/ applied casing)
thread elastic through casing
join ends of elastic
close casing
or make eyelets, make and thread drawstring
level hem
make hem turn-in even width
machine sew hem

To make pyjama/ elastic waist pants, add :

sew curved lines and seams
arrange legs together so can sew crotch seam
sew intersecting seams
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Making a simple dartless sleeved/ sleeveless top with neckline may add another set of skills :

transfer pattern markings to fabric
facing
- interfacing
- stay-stitching
- clip, notch, grade curved seams
- under-stitching
- top-stitching.
make bias binding
- cut bias strips
- join bias strips
- press binding folds into shape.
bias bind an edge
- (hidden) facing
- (decorative) over edge
sew together different shape curves
add simple sleeve

Making a simple top from knit fabric instead of woven fabric involves yet another skill set :

sew stretch seams using zig-zag stitch.
sew stretch hems using a double needle.
attach rib bands to other knits.
use a serger/ overlocker.

Making a dartless camp shirt/ pyjama top/ casual jacket (woven fabric) may add more skills:

collar
neckline band
buttonholes, buttons hand or machine sewn.
patch pockets (square corners easiest, then curved)
gathers

Making a simple dartless vest/ gilet/ waistcoat probably requires :

edge-to-edge lining

Then a skirt with fitted waist usually involves :

darts
zip
waistband.

Whew !  what an impressive list of things we can do. 😃😃
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